Online newspaper comments as a new emergent genre

Printed newspaper texts and their online equivalents are - at the very first sight - the same. But as their different medialities (Jäger 2015) come along with remediation (Bolter/Grusin 1999) and different affordances (Gibson 1977, Zipoli Caiani 2014), online newspaper genres are hybrids of old and new aspects (Heyd 2016). They have - compared to the printed versions - different layouts, segmentations, contexts and sometimes even different purposes. Therefore they have to be characterized as ‘bridging’ (Herring et al. 2005) or ‘adapted’ (Crowston/Williams 2000) genres.

These genres can also be characterized by new possible actions that can be performed by the reader (from liking to sharing and commenting) - and new ways of exploiting these possibilities. My talk will focus on the question which kind of actions readers can perform and how they exploit them in the case of online newspaper comments and what consequences can be observed with regard to public and privat spheres (Toepfl/Piwoni 2015, Lander/Jucker 2011).
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